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Does the pastoral life exist outside of literature? Can we find a shepherd 
culture that corresponds to Arcadia? A memorable episode in Johnson's 
Rasselas (1759) makes a jest of such questions. For Chapter 19 shows us what 
happens when a poet brings his auditors face to face with actual shepherds. 
Imlac's specialty is not pastoral verse, 1 but he assures Rasselas and Nekayah 
that the shepherds in the distance represent "the life which has been often 
celebrated for its innocence and quiet," and so he proposes that they "pass 
the heat of the day" among their "tents, and know whether all our searches 
are not to terminate in pastoral simplicity." For a moment, the poetic world 
seems to be tangible: the tents offer shade and repose; the brother and sister, 
the prince and princess, go to meet the shepherds as equals, to unite again 
the estates which had been severed at the end of the Golden Age. Unfortu-
nately the shepherds turn out to have no inherent nobility of mind and are 
not even aware of their pleasant image in literary texts. After all, why 
should they be? 
The prince and princess are thus reminded that pastoral shepherds live 
only in poetry, the world of texts rather than of outward reality. Still, 
Nekayah's faith in pastoral culture as meant for someone like herself is not 
daunted. Although she vows "that she would never suffer these envious 
savages to be her companions," in her next breath she denies "that all the 
accounts of primeval pleasures were fabulous" and hopes for an opportunity 
to play shepherdess with a few "elegant companions." In a sense, actual 
rustics would be incongruous in Nekayah's Arcadia. The genre once stood 
for the pastoral culture, and the culture was almost wholly self-referential. 
It did not need outward criteria. As Johnson says at the beginning of 
Rambler no. 36 (21 July 1750), shepherd pastoral was enjoyed "because it 
entertains the mind with representations of scenes familiar to almost every 
imagination, and of which all can equally judge whether they are well 
described." 
It is important, on the other hand, that the personages Nekayah finally 
spurns as "envious savages" are Oriental shepherds. Among other purposes, 
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Chapter 19 is a comic treatment of a peculiar eighteenth-century belief that 
Oriental shepherds corresponded to traditional characters in pastoral fiction. 
The belief had been codified in William Collins's Persian Eclogues (1742). 
Many writers and critics before Collins thought that idealized shepherd 
pastoral stood in need of a belief in order for it to survive. There was, on 
the one hand, a rather publicized attempt to find substitutions for classical 
genre characters. Both Pope's Guardian no. 40 (27 April 1713) and Gay's 
The Shepherd's Wee\ (1714) paradoxically inspired sincere illustration of 
Scottish and English shepherds as native extensions of the "Doric" image. 2 
Several character types from neo-Latin pastoral also appeared in vernacular 
poems, notably those about fishermen and biblical personages,3 Pope him-
self exhibited a parallel between biblical and classical pastoral in his 
"Messiah. A sacred Eclogue, . . . in Imitation of Virgil's Pollio" (1712). 4 
The georgic and the Roman elegy, on the other hand, suggested an entirely 
different way to write pastoral, one which replaced the shepherd character 
with the self-imagined poet in the landscape. The rural odes on retirement, 
the epistles from the country, the lyrics about a wish or a choice all codified 
an urbane pastoral sensibility in which readers could vicariously participate. 
Whereas Addison before the beginning of the century had not considered 
die poet in the landscape as a pastoral character,5 a later critic deliberated 
"whether the representation of sentiments belonging to the real inhabitants 
of the country, who are strangers to all refinement, or those entertained by 
a person of an elegant and cultivated mind, who, from choice, retires into 
the country, with a view of enjoying those pleasures which it affords, is 
calculated to produce a more interesting picture." 6 The poet rather than the 
shepherd was becoming a subject of idealization. 
It would thus be a stroke of brilliance for an unknown and aspiring 
young poet to find a new means for an idealized shepherd pastoral that re-
ferred to objective conditions. The Oriental shepherd, the shepherd be-
longing to regions we now call the Near East, held out such an opportunity 
to Collins. For one thing, his readers were accustomed to associate pastoral 
shepherds with primitive areas in the contemporary Near East. The poet 
Thomas Maude recalls: 
There was an age, say some of respectable fame, when princes were 
shepherds, and shepherds bards; when a personal attendance on their 
flocks did not debase the dignity of rank; and rural employments, al-
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most the sole occupation of the world, unopposed by sciences or 
mechanic arts, flourished in undisturbed peace. But caprice, or fashion, 
has shifted the scene; and would you behold the shepherd and the 
patriarch nearest the original, you must revert to where the inroads of 
vice and luxury have made the leasSt impressions. Such perhaps are 
the solitary and less refined regions of Horeb, or the plains of the 
Tigris, where the pastoral chief in his tent, or from his grassy throne 
under the shade of the palm-tree, gives audience to migrating hordes; 
. . . where placid leisure, cloudless skies, and the soliciting objects of 
his situation, stir up genius to sentiment and poesy, in the true char-
acter of ancient simplicity.7 
We see that Maude does not share Nekayah's secret about the risk of making 
an idealization depend upon a correlation in reality. H e is tempted to 
regard the "pastoral chief" as a bearer of traits of the fabulous Golden Age 
shepherd. Collins's reported chagrin that the Persian Eclogues attracted 
"more readers and admirers than his Odes" indicates that even he had not 
fully sounded the latent potency of the image of Eastern shepherds.8 
The ancient shepherd of the East had been of great factual importance 
to established genre theory. Biblical patriarchs were adduced as docu-
mentary evidence to warrant a princely mien in shepherd characters: 
. . . Sacred Writt tells us that Jacob and Esau, two great men, were 
Sheapards; And Amos, one of the Royal Family, asserts the same of 
himself, for He was among the Sheapards of Tecua, following that 
employment: The like by Gods own appointment prepared Moses 
for a Scepter, as Philo intimates in his life, when H e tells us, that a 
Sheapards Art is a suitable preparation to a Kingdome; the same H e 
mentions in the Life of Joseph, affirming that the care a Sheapard 
hath over his Cattle, very much resembles that which a King hath 
over his Subjects: The same Basil in his Homily de 5*. Mamm. Mar-
tyre hath concerning David, who was taken from following the Ews 
great with young ones to feed Israel, for H e says that the Art of 
feeding and governing are very near akin, and even Sisters. . . . ö 
One book of the Old Testament, moreover, could be taken as a literary illus-
tration of the symbolic union of die shepherd and the prince. The Song of 
Solomon, as this book was usually called, was thought to treat "of two 
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Lovers, sometimes under the Character of a Shepherd and Shepherdess* and 
sometimes under that of a Prince and Princess." 1 0 In the course of the 
middle decades of the eighteeth century, the book is gradually detached 
from sacred meanings. It becomes an exemplar of Oriental pastoral, intimat-
ing the Oriental beginnings of pastoral poetry itself, as well as the prece-
dence of the character of the Eastern shepherd. 
The Song of Solomon had been interpreted since medieval times as a 
prophetic epithalamion about Christ's union with H i s church. Its divine 
allegoria and religious sublimity seemed to mid eighteenth-century critics 
to authorize the grandeur of Virgil's Pollio eclogue and Pope's "Messiah" 
(1712), 1 1 a grandeur that recalled the old rhetorical discussions of Asiatic 
style. 1 2 In this spiritualized reading, the book advocated shepherd characters 
of more rarefied passion than those who dallied in Arcadia: 
. . . Judah's Shepherds heighten ev'ry Charm, 
Soft in their Language, their Allusions warm; 
Their Passions burn with more than usual fire, 
Their Loves are Zeal, and all their Loves inspire. 
Dissolv'd in mutual Joys They chastly rove, 
Thro' all the blissful Scenes of Mystick Love . . . . 1 3 
At the same time, however, the literary appreciation of the Song of Solomon 
had stimulated an interest in its contribution to the classical formation of 
pastoral. "Some of the learned have conjectured," as Robert Lowth said, 
"that Theocritus . , . was not unacquainted with the beauties of this poem, 
and that he has almost literally introduced some passages from it into his 
elegant Idylliums." 1 4 But commentators also sought analogues in profane 
and sacred poetry of the Islamic cultures. 1 5 T h e secular narrative of the 
Song of Solomon was recognized by Lady Mary Wortley Montagu when 
she translated for Pope an amorous Turkish poem that she described as 
"most wonderfully ressembling the Song of Solomon, which was also 
address'd to a Royal Bride." 1 6 T h e pastoral digressions in even a sober work 
like Prior's Solomon (1718) had no higher meaning than to enhance by 
contrast the voluptuous spectacle of Solomon's court. 1 7 Solomonic legend 
lurked in genuine romantic tales of the East , 1 8 and some pastoral adaptations 
of the Song of Solomon, like this anonymous one of 1738, lingered on the 
sort of love that is identified not with hortus conclusus, but with the seraglio: 
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T h e cooing turtle's amorous voice we hear, 
A n d love and pleasure every where appear: 
T h e clasping tendrils of the springing vine, 
Shew us how we each other should entwine. 1 9 
Once its allegorized reading was discontinued, the Song of Solomon be-
decked the Oriental shepherd character in a veil of romance. It was now 
"a pastoral poem in the eastern taste" which contains "descriptions of love 
. . . no more mysterious than they are in Theocritus, or Ovid." 2 0  
Later in the eighteenth century, authentic Persian and Arabic poetry 
disclosed to scholars an extended record of shepherd life, one that even 
seemed to hint of the primordial consciousness. While gathering evidence 
for his theory of the Asiatic provenance of Homer, the great proto-archaeol-
ogist Robert Wood spent time among nomadic Arabs and observed the 
practice of their poetry. What he found was a poetry of and for a primi-
tivistic society: 
The modern Arab, in whom I have seen the characters of prince, 
shepherd, and poet united, retains, in his compositions of this kind, 
the wildness, irregularity, and indelicacy of his forefathers, with a 
considerable share of the same original glowing imagination, which 
we could discover, even in [his] extempore production, and under the 
disadvantage of crude and hasty translation. 2 1 
Wood considered these compositions as specimens of pure pastoral, as pas-
toral virtually of the ancient patriarchal life, and the aggregate of "charac-
ters" he saw in the Arab suggests the tending of flocks during the Golden 
Age, "when the best of men," as Pope said, "followed the employment."2^ 
The young Sir William Jones compared some poetry of the Mu'allaqat to 
Virgil's Arcadian eclogues, 2 3 and in his monumental Poeseos Asiaticae 
commentatorium libri sex (1774), he translated examples of the Arabic 
qasida as pastoral forms. 
Collins could have learned from at least two widely-known sources that 
the plains of Persia harbored a people who resembled historical and literary 
prototypes of pastoral characters. Joseph Warton remembered Collins at 
Winchester School "reading that volume of [Thomas] Salmon's Modern 
History, which described Persia; which determined him to lay the scene of 
these pieces [there], as being productive of new images and sentiments." 2 4 
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Salmon mentions that "the shepherds of Persia" continue to exist in the 
manner of "the antient patriarchs," possessing "vast flocks and herds, . . . 
living in tents, and removing from one place to another as they can meet 
with pasture for them." 2 5 But the Huguenot expatriate Jean Chardin, who 
is cited repeatedly by Salmon, commits himself to a much more daring and 
engaging claim. Apropos of his discussion of the Arabic influence on 
Persian verse, 2 6 Chardin conjectures "que 1'invention des anciens Auteurs 
Grecs, de decrire les Histoires amoureuses en Vers Bucoliques, & par des 
personnages de Bergerie, etoit venue des Arabes & des Tartares Orientaux, 
qui vivoient ä la Campagne, sans quitter jamais leurs grands troupeaux, qui 
font tout leur bien & toute leur subsistance." H e presumes that the ways of 
modern shepherds replicate those of their ancient ancestors: "Vous voyez en 
Orient de ces Bergers . . . , qui marchent tout-a-fait en Princes, dont le camp 
ressemble ä une ville. . . . Et comme les premiers Souverains de YAsie 
vivoient de cette maniere, leurs Histoires font toüjours mention de leurs 
Troupeaux, ä cause que c'est toüjours par rapport ä leurs Troupeaux, que 
tous leurs mouvemens se faisoient alors, comme ä present. . . . " 2 7 
The modern shepherd of the East was more than a stereotype; he was a 
compelling myth. H e would be the criterion for a restored tradition. Jones 
gathered from his reading that Yemen "seems to be the only country in the 
world, in which we can properly lay the scene of pastoral poetry; because no 
nation at this day can vie with the Arabians in the delightfulness of their 
climate, and the simplicity of their manners." 2 8 Wood, nevertheless, thought 
that pastoral should only have to mirror a correspondence, "that the 
Pastoral Poetry of an age or country, where Pastoral manners do not prevail, 
however natural in scenery, must be artificial as to characters; and that the 
only original pictures of this kind are to be found in the [patriarchal] state 
of society" of the East . 2 9 The myth of the Eastern shepherd thus did not 
systematically favor any particular region of habitation. Persia was as good 
a place as any for an English pastoral poet to set his fiction. 
Much of the context that I have so far briefly reconstructed was acknowl-
edged in John Langhorne's 1765 edition of the Persian Eclogues. Langhorne 
not only traced the genre descent of Collins's eclogues to the Song of Solo-
mon, but he also emphasized the ancient symbolic relation in Eastern culture 
between the shepherd and the prince. 3 0 Indeed, Langhorne asks, "why may 
not Theocritus, Moschus and Bion have found their archetypes in other 
eastern writers, whose names have perished with their works? " 3 1 Collins's 
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first readers, moreover, were undoubtedly familiar with the myth of the 
modern shepherd in many Oriental fables. Most often these fables embed 
the myth in what purports to be either historical fact or national tradition. 
A fable which appeared in the Pree-Thin\er (nos. 128-129, 12 and 15 June 
1719) tells in part how " C H A - A B B A S , Bang of Persia? was "determined 
to lay aside" his office "for a t ime" so that he could "converse, freely and 
unknown, with Husbandmen and Shepherds." H e eventually comes, upon 
"a young Shepherd, sitting on the Bank of the Stream, under the cool Shade 
of a Beach-Tree, and playing on his Pipe; while his Flock fed, along the 
fresh Margin." The king decides to adopt the youth "and to educate him 
in [his] Court." The youth "was, at first, daz[z]led with the Splendour of 
the Court" ; the "Sheep-Hook, the Pipe, and the Shepherd's Garb, were laid 
aside; he was now cloathed in a Purple Robe, and a Turban sparkling with 
Jewels ." 3 2 Although the shepherd and the prince declare their descent from, 
respectively, Arcadian pastoral and Oriental romance, they are placed in 
circumstances which make them seem authentic examples of Eastern 
peoples. Idealized gestures and costume are mixed up with the nominal 
realism of historical personage and setting. 
The technique of idealization in the Persian Eclogues is essentially that 
of the Oriental fable. Much like Addison's famous "Vision of Mirzah" 
{Spectator no. 159), Collins's eclogues are wrapped in an elaborate textual 
fiction. They are presented as genuine artifacts of Persia—about Persia, by 
a Persian, and for Persians. Speaking in the person of an anonymous trans-
lator, Collins asserts in the "Preface" that the eclogues were written by "a 
native of Taur i s " and that they were subsequently acquired from "a mer-
chant, who had made it his business to enrich himself with, the learning, 
as well as the silks and carpets, of the Persians." 3 3 There is no attention to 
pastoral genre theory or literary precedent. And there is, of course, no 
objective acknowledgment of a shepherd myth. The eclogues themselves 
give form to beliefs understood at the moment. 
Collins recognized that these beliefs would make explicit the contrast 
between the unadulterated virtue and sophisticated moral attitudes which 
tacitly enveloped the old literary myth of the Golden Age shepherd. H e 
thus ignored the commonly iterated fact that Eastern shepherds are nomadic, 
and brought together images of the early and the recent existence of man 
in a spatial rather than a temporal relationship. Persian shepherd cultures, 
that is, are shown as being confined to sanctuaries which are dependent upon 
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the uncertain auspices of decadent civil powers on the outside. The preface 
also indicates that the four eclogues reflect a cycle of contrasting experiences, 
a cycle of "the miseries and inconveniencies, as well as the felicities, that 
attend one of the finest countries in the East" (p. 371). 
Collins's first eclogue is about the pastoralism of Persian shepherd cul-
tures. Within a peaceful "Valley near Bagdat" a rustic sage instructs an 
assembly of maids and swains 
. . . how shepherds pass their golden days: 
Not all are blest, whom fortune's hand sustains 
With wealth in courts, nor all that haunt the plains: 
Well may your hearts believe the truths I tell; 
'Tis virtue makes the bliss, where'er we dwell. (11. 2-6) 
It is a disposition of mind rather than simply a country residence which 
determines the pastoral life. The proper shepherd is a tender of values not 
unlike the vestals of old. The assembly of shepherd couples also* introduces 
the tribal mode of life that exists within the sanctuaries, a mode that is 
closer to the biblical moral order of communal selflessness than the classical 
aspiration of individual sufficiency. 
The succeeding three eclogues complete a cycle of contrasting experiences 
about the pastoral consciousness. In the second, to which I will return 
shortly, the camel driver Hassan thinks of a sanctuary when he regrets his 
lust for wealth and self-sufficiency: 
. . . wherefore think the flowery mountain's side, 
the fountain's murmurs and the valley's pride, 
Why think we these less pleasing to behold 
Than dreary deserts, if they lead to gold? (11. 43-46) 
The exquisite third eclogue, on the other hand, tells of a Georgian shep-
herdess named Abra who preserved the pastoral consciousness under greater 
temptations. She is discovered by the monarch Abbas while he is enjoying 
a retreat to the Georgian sanctuary. Abra obediently leaves her "crook and 
bleating flock" (1. 30) to reign as his sultana, 
Yet midst the blaze of courts she fixed her love 
On the cool fountain or the shady grove; 
Still with the shepherd's innocence her mind 
T o the sweet vale and flowery mead inclined. (11. 37-40) 
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With the approach of spring, she journeys to the Georgian sanctuary for a 
renewal in the pattern of innocence. She finds again the sort of companions 
that Nekayah's game would permit: 
H e r maids around her moved, a duteous band! 
Each bore a crook all-rural in her hand. 
Some simple lay of flocks and herds they sung; 
With joy the mountain and the forest rung. (11. 45-48) 
Abbas himself performs a ritual initiation upon entering the sanctuary, 
exchanging his royal dress for the "russet mantle [of] a swain" (1. 55) . 
Together the lovers revivify the doubling as shepherd and prince that is 
a feature of spoken parts in die Song of Solomon. 3 4 
The last eclogue records an event which completes the cycle of the col-
lection. Symptomatic of a moral deterioration during some indefinite time, 
an unguarded Circassian sanctuary has been invaded by Tartar marauders: 
Unhappy land, whose blessings tempt the sword, 
In vain, unheard, thou call'st thy Persian Lord! 
. In vain thou court'st him, helpless to thine aid, 
T o shield the shepherd and protect the maid. 
Far off in thoughtless indolence resigned, 
Soft dreams of love and pleasure soothe his mind. (11. 31-36) 
As one of the fleeing shepherds reflects, the sanctuary had "lent the monarch 
oft a cool retreat" (1. 40). But there is now an implication that some great 
contaminating change in human nature is being reenacted in this destruction 
of the sanctuary. A shepherd resolves to warn his Georgian kindred, 
Some weightier arms than crooks and staves prepare, 
T o shield your harvests and defend your fair: 
T h e Turk and Tartar like designs pursue, 
Fixed to destroy and steadfast to undo. (11. 61-64) 
A destructive, militant spirit thus threatens such sanctuaries as are depicted 
in the first and third eclogues. The upheaval of this shepherd culture is no 
less impressive than that related by Virgil concerning the Mantuan district. 3 5 
But here the invasion is not a metaphor of the loss of property; the shepherds 
involved are the very means of representing pastoral. 
The most engaging artistic feature of the Persian Eclogues offers a key 
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to the eventual disenchantment with the myth of the Eastern shepherd. The 
myth clearly dictated to Collins some use of place rather than time as a 
boundary between innocence and corruption, pastoral and anti-pastoral. It 
entailed a juxtaposition of permanence and change. Virgil, on the other 
hand, had restricted the forces of change to eclogues about his contemporane-
ous Mantuan district; he invested ancient Arcadia with an aura of perma-
nence and stability. The eclogues about Arcadia are secure, as it were, from 
the process of history. But Collins had committed himself to an arrange-
ment in which the images of innocence and corruption had to strike his 
original reader as being equally real. Might not that spatial arrangement 
tend to make the appeals of innocence and corruption compete against each 
other? 
Speaking of the third eclogue, John Scott in his Critical Essays (1785) 
reflects how "the human mind always dwells with complacence on the ideas 
of rural solitude, and cottage innocence: we afford a ready indulgence to 
the deception which annexes to those ideas, the idea of unmixed happiness; 
though experience convinces us that no such happiness is really existent/* 8 6 
One could be reminded of this truth simply from the second eclogue, which 
is ingrained with affective signals to the reader. This poem might be called 
the "Alexis" of the collection—a lover's solitary complaint during the midday 
heat. Yet here, of course, the lover is not an Arcadian shepherd; he is a 
novice camel driver who has left his "tender Zara" to suffer loneliness and 
physical hardship in the desert. It is the experience of distress rather than 
the analogy with Virgil's second eclogue which immediately makes the 
situation familiar. "The verses that describe so minutely the camel-driver's 
little provisions," Langhorne attests, "have a touching influence on the imag-
ination, and prepare the reader to enter more feelingly into his future appre-
hensions of distress": 3 7 
One cruse of water on his back he bore, 
And his light scrip contained a scanty store; 
A fan of painted feathers in his hand, 
T o guard his shaded face from scorching sand. (11. 3-6) 
Another cue for this type of sympathy occurs when Hassan anticipates the 
nocturnal peril of his journey; "what Reader," as one reviewer asks, "does 
not shudder, with Hassan, at the following description?" 3 8 
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At that dead hour the silent asp shall creep, 
If aught of rest I find, upon my sleep; 
Or some swoll'n serpent twist his scales around, 
A n d wake to anguish with a burning wound. (11. 61-64) 
Distress and danger are the most intense experiences in the eighteenth-
century psychology of sympathy. The desert is a horrific place, especially at 
night; it is where wolves as well as lions and tigers are lurking beyond 
the pale of sight (11.51-56). The most interesting eclogue to Collins's original 
readers is one in which the character really belongs to suspenseful plots in 
the Persian Tales. 
Near the close of the eighteenth century, Nathan Drake excluded only 
the Oriental eclogue from his verdict that the shepherd pastoral had become 
fossilized; "let it be observed that the manners still exist, and have all the 
freshness of living nature: the shepherds of Arabia are what they were a 
thousand years ago; and a well-drawn picture of their pastoral customs and 
country must be highly relished by the lovers of simple and independent 
life." 3 9 Yet it is clear that Drake's views are wholly colored by the myth of 
the Eastern shepherd. What is left of the tradition of the shepherd pastoral, 
let alone the Oriental eclogue, once that myth ceases to be believed? The 
Eastern Eclogues (1780) by the traveler Eyles Irwin concentrates so much 
on anguish and guilt in its characters that the pastoral motive is muddled. 
H e himself attests elsewhere to a loss of imaginative faith in the innocence of 
the Eastern shepherd: 
What novel scenes the verdant banks betray, 
With scatter'd flocks and tented nations gay! 
Illusive sight! which loses strait its charms; 
With pastoral care ill suits the trade of arms. 
What maiden's heart can trust the shepherd's smile, 
Whose deeds are rapine, and whose words are gu i le? 4 0 
This is a fulfillment of the critique in Rasselas. Idealization ultimately fails 
if it is made liable to a correlation in reality. 
I think that we have underestimated the imaginative demands upon the 
shepherd pastoral during the eighteenth century, demands which seem to 
increase in proportion to the weakening of the tradition. Johnson condemns 
Lycidas for not being able to elicit sympathetic engagement. Collins chooses 
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to write pastorals about idealized shepherds who are already accepted by the 
popular mind. Earlier poets, of course, did not have to insist that pastoral 
Arcadia was actually like its geographical namesake. Even Pope did not 
have to present his pastorals as true representations of Windsor Forest 
during the Golden Age. Yet by the middle of the eighteenth century, the 
very nature of pastoral fiction has become inhospitable to anything less than 
credible circumstances. The inner feeling and perception of the poet himself 
will better satisfy a desire for correspondence than the overheard speech of an 
ideal shepherd. 
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